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Junior Content Designer 
full-time Berlin 

 
 

About us 
 
Founded in June 2018, EDU is a brand of Digital Education Holdings Ltd. (DEH), a private institution for higher 
education with a vision to increase the quality and accessibility of education.   
 
 
We are a dedicated team of founders, thinkers, makers and doers with a broad background in Medicine, 
Education and Technology. Although EDU is a young company, our team has proven track record of successfully 
building higher education online learning programmes for renowned global companies and organisations. EDU 
and its didactic approach have evolved out of candena GmbH, market leader in collaborative online learning 
solutions since 2012.   
 
EDU Medical is the first digital College of Medicine globally and the first digital-native IHE in Europe! Our 
students are taught using new didactic methodologies that are evidence-based as well as synchronous learning 
in small groups with the personalised support from medical expert tutors and mentors to drive success. This is 
supported by latest digital learning technologies.  
 
To ramp-up our learning content production, we are looking for a Junior Content Designer with a passion for 
education to carry out the production of video learning content. 
 

 
Overview 

  
EDU proposes an alternative way of delivering and scaling world-class education globally; we 
rebuilt our academic institution as a digital-first entity and designed a student-centric learning experience 
that empowers educators to apply advanced, adaptive pedagogies. Key ingredients to achieve this are a fully 
digitized curriculum, a modular digital didactic toolkit, and a modern digital learning platform.   
 
For the past year, we’ve been putting into practice this novel teaching approach in our digital Bachelor of 
Medicine. With several cohorts of students already enrolled, we are now looking for a talented content designer 
to work with us as we build our library of learning videos for students.  
 
This role will work as a part of the Content Production team within the Digital Learning Office. The role will 
involve work in all aspects of content development and production including scripting, filming, recording, post-
production, quality assurance, and archiving.   
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What You Will Do 
 

• Design learning content in relation to EDU’s pedagogical principles; 

• Create video storyboards in close contact with script writers; 

• Carry out filming and recording;  

• Carry out video post-production using Adobe Premiere Pro; 

• Develop ideas for new formats and content types. 

 

What We Are Looking For 
 

• Basic experience or strong interest in video production from storyboarding and filming, to working 
with Adobe Premiere Pro and After Effects for video editing; 

• Solid interpersonal communication skills and the ability to work on cross-functional teams; 

• Proficient use of Microsoft Office products; basic understanding of digital workflows; 

• High degree of initiative and sense of responsibility; 

• Ability to prioritise and handle multiple assignments simultaneously; 

• Openness to feedback and ability to take direction; 

• Fluent (native / near native is a must) in English, German is a plus but not necessary; 

• Demonstrated passion for education is a plus! 

 

What We Offer 
 

• Training in pedagogic video design principles; 

• An innovative business model and the opportunity to join a passionate team that is re-defining the 
Education ecosystem; 

• A team from over 20+ nationalities; 

• The opportunity to develop your career and learn by doing; 

• A very energetic work environment ; 

• Work and live in Europe’s most creative city;  

• and much more. 

Apply now! 
 
This role is based in Berlin, starting from November 2019.  We are looking forward to receiving your application 
which you can send us to jobs@edu.edu.mt. 
 
 

Diversity Commitment  
 
To harness the power of innovation, EDU invests in the development of its diverse employees. We aspire to 
leverage the qualities and appreciate the unique competencies that each person brings to the company. EDU 
is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity and to providing reasonable accommodations 
to applicants with physical, sensory and/or mental disabilities.  


